CRIME, PUNISHMENT, AND POPULAR CULTURE, 1790–1920

This forthcoming archive is the perfect complement to Gale’s Making of Modern Law series.

Explore the evolution of criminal justice, penal reform, and more via this new archive, which integrates legal and historical documents such as legal case books, case notes, manuscripts, trial reports, court records, criminal petitions, police manuals, and other criminal justice- and crime-related materials.

**Legal case books, case notes, and court records**
- The legal casebooks of John Duke Coleridge
- Law, crime, and society in Hanoverian England
- Conspiracy trials in America
- Trial and execution of Sacco and Vanzetti

**Sources on penal reform**
- Crime, criminology, and civil liberties
- Journal of Prison Discipline
- Pelham Papers and Carnarvon Papers
- Judges entry books, criminal petitions, and registers

**The development of the police**
- Althorp Papers
- Police guides, manuals, and correspondence
- Commissions established to develop an efficient constabulary
- Women in the force

Expand your research with Gale Artemis: Primary Sources

An integrated research experience, Gale Artemis unifies extensive digital archives onto a single platform and enables users to make never-before-possible research connections.

www.gale.cengage.com/artemisprimary
TERM FREQUENCY

The term frequency tool aids researchers in tracking central themes and ideas. Researchers can now see the frequency of their search term within a content set to begin assessing how individuals, events, and ideas interacted and developed over time.

TERM CLUSTER

The term cluster assists students in thoroughly developing their research topic. By identifying and organizing commonly occurring themes, this tool reveals hidden connections to search terms—helping students shape their research and integrate diverse content with relevant information.

SEARCH ASSIST

Detailed subject indexing guides students in gathering relevant information from multiple sources to expose connections that simple search and retrieve does not. Whether conducting a short or a sustained research project, students will easily perform advanced searches to synthesize and select appropriate information.

The ground-breaking research environment that brings newfound discovery, relevance, and simplicity

Named for the Greek goddess symbolizing new ideas, discovery, power, and ‘the hunt’, Gale Artemis is an unprecedented, seamlessly integrated research experience for users across all levels of expertise.
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